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Josh Smith averaged 16.5 points and 8.5 rebounds a game this season.

Atlanta's Smith, like his team, still searching for his best 
 
Posted May 6 2011 12:30PM 

ATLANTA -- Two games into the Chicago-Atlanta series, Bulls fans are brainstorming for a way to voice 
displeasure with Carlos Boozer's play that the brawny power forward cannot simply shrug off as nickname love. 

Meanwhle, those loyal to the Hawks might feel the same about Josh Smith's recent performances, although in his 
case boos really do get through as boos. Very few folks ever hiss anymore, the closest thing that could be 
mistaken for "Jossssssssssssssssshhh!" 

The two forwards trigger similar 
frustrations in folks who believe 
they are capable -- or should be -
- of having a much greater impact 
on a game's outcome and their 
team's fortunes. But while Boozer 
and Smith may be equally 
aggravating, they get fans there 
in different ways. 

With Boozer, there is a heavy 
dose of buyer's remorse, since 
he is new to the Bulls and the ink 
on his $76 million contract still is 
damp. There is a sense, too, that 
he is a paper lion, a blowhard on 
the court who can't back up the 
bluster. He is simultaneously 
Chicago's noisiest and meekest 
defensive player. A bout of turf 
toe is said to be limiting Boozer's 
mobility and vertical, but he has 
had trouble against taller 
defenders for a long time, so 
fadeaways probably are a better 
way to go than blocked layups (of which there have been plenty). 

Smith, by contrast, seemingly has no physical limitations. At 6-foot-9 and 225 pounds, the 17th pick in 2004 out of 
Oak Hill Academy (Mouth of Wilson, Va.) has sprinter's speed and LeBron lift. The issues with Smith revolve 
around his decisions, his basketball intelligence, his coachability and the choices he seems to have made -- 
thinking or unthinking -- about the sort of player he is going to be. 

"Very talented. So athletic. I don't know if he thinks about what he's supposed to do," said one Hawks insider. "For 
seven years we've been trying to get him to drive the ball. Instead he's out there on the perimeter." 

Boil down all the unhappiness with Smith's game and it comes to that: He settles for perimeter shots or jacks up 
jumpers at ill-advised times, when he ought to be taking the ball to the basket or, more often, diving into the lane 
without it. Coming from the weak side, cutting into areas near the basket that inevitably open up when Joe 
Johnson and Jamal Crawford draw extra attention, Smith ought to be a physical force of nature inside. 

"Because the ball always seems to find him," the 
Atlanta source said. "His man is always going to be helping or doubling or something like that. [Teams will] let him 
stand out there and shoot a [3-pointer] or an 18-to-20 footer because they know that's his weakness." 

Coach Drew talks with Bob Rathbun as the Hawks return home for 
Game 3 against Chicago with Home Cour 
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Josh Smith shooting 3-pointers is 
something every coach in the NBA 
welcomes, as warmly as they want 
Shaq or Dwight Howard at the foul line 
or Rajon Rondo thinking he's a spot-up 
shooter. Every coach, that is, except 
Atlanta's Larry Drew, who admitted to 
reporters Thursday that he almost 
yanked Smith in the third quarter 
Wednesday. 

Part of the problem is, Smith is so 
talented that he can get by without 
playing a particularly heady game. He 
averaged 16.5 points, 8.5 rebounds, 
3.3 assists and 1.6 blocks this season, 
shooting 47.7 percent. He had 31 
double-doubles and led the Hawks in 
rebounds 34 times, in scoring 20 times 
and in assists 15 times. He was the 
runner-up a year ago for Defensive 
Player of the Year, though he got just 
one third-place vote this spring. 

But he has shot 10-of-39 in the last three games and, in these playoffs, has 20 turnovers to 21 assists. 

"I'm searching. I'm searching right now," Smith said in the visitors' dressing room after Game 2. "But I'll find it. I'm 
confident in myself but I'm also my biggest critic. I know what it takes to get myself out of the slump. I'll come in a 
little early, get some shots up. And I'll watch a lot of film, see what they're doing against me, in order to be more 
effective." 

He is a friendly guy whose game choices just happen to drive many basketball fans nuts. It's been said countless 
times that an NBA team takes on the personality or characteristics of its best players and, in that sense, the 
Hawks are Josh Smith. So athletic, long on potential, yet not very savvy or advanced in their play. Some suggest 
that -- coming right out of high school to a bad team grateful simply for his skills -- Smith was indulged more than 
guided. 

"He didn't have a veteran to show him the right way," the Hawks insider said. "Even though the coaches tell you, 
you've got to have a veteran to get in your head, stay in your head. About the game of basketball and doing the 
things you have to do to help the team win. 

"After seven years, it's not going to happen. He is what he is now." 

Is that possible? Is that it? Smith is just 25. But if any light bulb is to come on now, he probably will have to be the 
one to flip the switch. 

"It's something that he has to figure out as a player," Horford said. "If he does, that would show growth." 

Said Smith: "I've grown leaps and bounds as a player with this team. From a 13-win season to now. This is my 
third consecutive second-round appearance. ... Even though people may write us out, I believe in this ballclub and 
everybody believes in each other around here." 

Smith knows that every coach has an opinion about his game, sure as every Hawks fan has a home remedy for 
what ails it. 

"I have a lot of critics," he said. "I mean, Jordan had a lot of critics, Scottie Pippen had a lot of critics. There's a lot 
of great players that, with critics and people who just despise you, you're never going to see eye to eye. 

"But I understand. I know what I'm doing wrong. I'm aware of it. And I think that I'll be more effective." 

Thinking. That's a good start. 

Steve Aschburner has written about the NBA for 25 years. You can e-mail him here and follow him on twitter. 

The views on this page do not necessarily reflect the views of the NBA, its clubs or Turner Broadcasting.  

Timeout: Josh Smith 
Take a timeout with high-flying Hawks superstar Josh Smith. 

 
 

stand out there and shoot a [3-pointer] or an 18-to-20 footer because they know that's his weakness." 

All of Smith' strengths -- and that weakness -- were on display Wednesday night in Game 2 against Chicago. After 
picking up his fourth foul at 8:51 of the fourth quarter, he stayed active defensively and it paid off a short time later 
when he blocked Boozer's layup at 5:06. Smith raced downcourt, took a feed from Hawks center Al Horford, 
scored and drew a foul on Joakim Noah for a three-point play that got Atlanta within 75-69. 

That, as Horford sees it, is Smith at his best. "When he's impacting the game on the defensive end and he's 
getting out ... on the break, slashing to the basket, finishing," Horford said. "When it calls for him to take an open 
shot, he takes it. When he plays poised like that." 

But it didn't last, and it seldom does with Smith. At 79-71, he missed a 3-pointer -- that put him at 3-of-18 (16.7 
percent) from the arc in eight games this postseason, after going 7-of-39 (17.9 percent) over the first 29 playoff 
games of his career. He shot 33.1 percent from the arc in the regular season but hoisted 154 of them compared to 
seven in 2009-10, the third consecutive season Hawks coaches had reined him in. 
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